Sister to 2013 AAS Winner South Pacific Scarlet, this newest AAS Winner is compact in habit and well suited for both landscape and container use. This variety is more vigorous, more uniform, and has more basal branching than comparison cannas. It offers an outstanding bloom color in an attractive, vivid bright orange that contrasts nicely with the bright green foliage. Pollinator gardens will love this addition of an attractive canna that sports uniformly colored flowers over a long blooming period. Bonus: this canna is grown from seed, not tuber, meaning less chance of succumbing to disease.

AAS® Winner Data

Genus species: Canna generalis
Common name: Canna
Flower color: Orange
Foliage color: Green
Flower size: 4 1/2 inch
Bloom time: Summer
Plant height: 15-52 inches
Plant type: Annual
Garden location: Full sun
Garden spacing: 12-16 inches
Weather tolerance: Heat, rain
Closest comparisons on market: South Pacific Scarlet F1 and Cannova Orange Shade F1